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OVERLAP OF ROTmGE R. f.SONANCES 
M1D THE MOTION OF TONS IN A TRAPPEn-ImT 1fOOE 

\.a ry R • Sm it h 

L.1,-1rence Rerkeley Laboratory, llniversity of 
California, Rerkeley, California q4720 

Fehruary 24, 1q77 

ARSTRACT 

Motion near a separatrix (the boundary 

bct1·1een closNI and open orhi,ts) is studied hoth 

theoret ica 1ly and nnmericR ll.y for ra rm~eters 

appropriate to the dissipaiive trappe~-ion morle. 

l.'e observe disappearance of an invariant in a 

stochastic layer surrounding the separatrix, as a 

result of overlapping bo•mce resonances. The 

fraction of ions lying within the stochastic layer 

is lar~e even for a mode of rplatively small 

ampl it11<le. 

1 
Dissirative trapperl-particlo instabilities are 

( 

thought to cause anomalous transport in tokamnks. The 

transport rates are determined hy the aMplitude of the 

fluctuati:lg electric field· of the nonlinearly saturated 

instability. It is therefore fmprirtant to consider 

nonlinear processes t'lhich might lead to sa~uration at 

relatively low levels. 

In this Letter we rt:~port studies of a nonli_near 

proc~ss not previously consirlered, a~ far as w& know, for 
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the trapped-ion morle. Some stabilizing effects of this 

process have hcen studied hy us already, hut estimates of 

saturation levels arc reserved for pu 1)l icat ion el set·mere, 

hecausc det:-Lils of trappc('j-partic1e instability theory are 

required. 

The CCJUat ions of motion which 1-1e study describe 

other physical situations of current int0rest. The 

2. 
equations 1.:cre first used to study the one-dimensional 

motion of a particle in t\-10 electrostatic waves 1-1ith 

different amplitudes and phase velocities. This 

3 
cnnfiguration is of interest in the theory of 

l . f 1 . Th . dit f rae 1.0- requency 1eat1.ng. e equations 1-1ere use _or a 

tokamak to est irwte the fraction of a map;net ic islanil (due 

to a tearing :node) in I•Thich field lines "'Otild he hraiderl. 

I 1 ]1 f 1 .. 5 j f. n t1e genera t1eory o_ stoc1ast1.C1ty, stu'y o mot1on 

near a separatrix is recognized as heing of ftmdamental 

importance. 

PC' st11cly the guiding center motion of an ion in n 

m,1r,nctic field whose amplitude varies sinusoidally, the 

6 -
usua 1 ;'10de] for a tokanak of large aspect ratio and 

circular cross section. The inclusion of guiding center 

drifts off a f:ielrl line IVOlllrl not change the physics of the 

-. 
process bein~ studied, so ue i~nore those drifts. Our 

c:~lculat-Lons are thus in the spirit of local theory, in 

\,rhich rildial excursions are assumed sufficiently small. \!e 

ignore collisions in order to isolate the effects, inclurlin~ 
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pitch-nn~le scattering, due to the electric field of the 

mode. 

A trapped-ion 1:1ode causes perturbations in the 

motion of the ion. He assune .:i single node is present, Hith 

toroidal <1nrl poloicial mode numbers 1 and m, respectively. 

As the ion moves along a field line, it feels the potential 

(I) 

\Jhcre e is the poloidal anp,Je, q the safety factor on the 

map,nPt ic surface on \vhich the ion t·wves, w the morle 

frecptency, anr! 11 :=t phase angle relAted to the ion's initial 

toroidal nnglc. 

The equations of motion are rlerivahle from the 

Hamil ton i:'ln 

( 2) 

•.vhc rc r is the momentum conj ugnte to 8 , R
0 

the mai or 

rarlius of the tokamak, e and '1 the ion charge and 

mass, 6H the Modulation nrnplitudc of the magnetlc field, 

ancl p.. the :nag netic noment. Since )J. is com:H~rvecl duri.nr, 

the motion, it plays the role of a parameter here. 

A rwre convenient form of Hamiltonian (2) for 

analytic \Wrk uses action and anq,le variahles. lve express 

the unpertnrhed llm~li.ltoninn H
0 

in ten:1s of the longitudinal 

action 

-I 
J ( H

0
) - ( 2 rr ) p p d t8J, 

which, except for constnnt ;;ctors, is f v11 dR, in Rtannarcl 
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notation. The explicit expressions ' for .J and the 

canonically conjugate angle variable ¢ involve elliptic 

2 
inter,rals and 1<, defined hy 21< - (1 + H0 /j-(~B). The 

variables J and C/J <~.re defined in such a wav that an ion 

Hhich chanr;cs fron trapped to circulating docs not change 

its .J or ¢ discontinuously. We denote hy U\ the 

frC(jtrCncy dH
0

/ o J of the unperturbed moti.on. for a 

lr;lpped ion (X< 1), Wb is the frequency of houncinr, 

het1veen na~nct ic mirrors. ror a circulat inr; ion (I< > I), 

is half the frequency of .transitinp, fror~ one minimum of the 

r.1an;netic fielrl to the next. The bounce frequency of a 
I 

rfcep1y trapped ion (I< =0) is Wb (0) = (p .6B/Ml /qR
0 

• 

ln terriJs of the action-angle variables, llamil tonian 

{2) appe:1rs 

1!(¢, J, t) = H
0

(.J) + e1>(¢, J, t) 

q> = -CJ> [; V {J) cos (n¢-wt +17) 
0 "' 1'1 

The~ nth ho•mce res()nance occurs IJhen the nth term is 
. 

(3) 

slm·;ly varying in ti"le. From H
0 

\ve have ¢ = Wb(J), and 

thns the condition fnr hounce (or transit) resonance is 

wb (J) =win 

Since wb (J) ~ 0 as I<~ 1 for both trapped and circulating 

ions, there is a double infinity of values of J ne:u the 

separatrix (I< =1) ~1ich satisfies (4). The separation 

between resonances n nnd n + 1 is 

Hhere· .J is the v;l111C of .J satisfying (4). 
1'1 

·. 
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0 

for the lJidth of resonance n He ignore nll other 

resonnnces nnd calculate from (3) the width of the 

"secondary" scparatrix of resonnnce n • This scparatrix 

divides the ¢J-plnne into regions in lvhich the phase 

n'P- wt i.s either bounded or unbounded in time. The width 

(in frecptPncy) nf resonance n is 
I 

t:::., = 4 I e c:po vn <Jn) awb/ a.r.., 12. 
. ~ 

~hen resonances overlap, an invartant ceases to 

exist, 1.dtich allm-Ts •'lotion to be stochastic.q 1\ rough guide 

for the onsr?t of stochastic Motion is that the resonance 

S' 
width exceed the separation hetween resonances : 

.. 
He choose the typicnllO value rn-£q = t and look up11 the 

( 5) 

explicit formulas for v (J). 
1'1 

Condition (5) then pr~dicts 

overlap of a 11 resonnnces 1.o1ith n p,reater than a critical 

n depending on <P
0

• After sonic manipulation, we find from 

(5) ho1.v close an ion must be to the primary separatrix for 

its motion to he stochastic: 

(I)) 

In (6), E is the ions's energy and BM is the maximum 

field on the map,netic surfAce on 1.1hich the motion occurs. 

The theory based on (5) actually predicts that the part of 

the stochastic layer lying outside the separntrix should he 

roughly half the width given by (6) for the inside part. 

~Je finrl, hm\lever, thnt (6) describes our numerical results 

for both parts of the layer. The agree~ent is best for ioris 

nenr the scparatri.x, \vhcre approximations used in the theory 
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are valid. 

P.efs. 3 arid 4 gave a method for calculating the 

Hirlth of the stochastic lay£>r for. other values of m-fq. 

An expression analogous to (6) given in those works is valid 

in the limit of large W/Wb (0). In deriving (6) we have 

used the opposite limit, which is appropri<'l te to r:~oti.on in a 

trapred-inn mode. 

ror our numerical c<ll.culations He choose 

( 7) 

m-i.q=f, 
I 

where wbi = (T· 
I 
~ H/R M)2 /qR , 

0 0 
Hith T. 

I 
the ion temperature 

<1nd Bo the field at the magnetic axis. h'c have chosen Po 
c on pa r a h 1 e t o the mod e <lr:J p l it u d e s a t Hh i c h o the r 

12 
non 1 in e a r 

rrocesses hecm:~e important. He integrate the equations of 

motion rlpri:vahle fro1n (2) and convert the resulting $(t) 

-
and p(t) to SZ'>(t) and J(t) using the explicit 

expressions mentioned above. 

Stochastic effects can he strong for lm-1-energy ions 

even for the rcl<ttively \oJeak mode nmplitude (7). The 

strength of the perturbation in (2) is measured by the 

paraTl'eter e Pol )A~B, \vhich, for given cf
0

, increases as )A 
I 

dec r.eases. ~~ote also that w I W b ( n) = (T; I p. B
0 
l wl wbi 

increases as p decreases. 

Tn Fi~. 1 we show the increase in wirlth of the 

stochastic layer as )A is'decreased. Using the trajectory 

' . .•. 
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informAtion <f>(t) and J(t), we plot a point \-lhencver Wt 

is a mnltip1e of 211'. Hhen the points for a p,iven 

trajectory 1 ie on a curve, nn invariant (~xists, \oThile if 

they fill an area, :tn invariant rlm's not exist. This 

surface of section nethod \-las userl in enrlier \vork~ 011 the 

overlap of cyclotron resonances, where more rliscussion 

appears. 

The nnalyt ic form of the invarinnt is not simrly 

J Hhen n trapped-ion mode is present, as can he seen fror:1 

Fir,. 1. ~Je.qr the large islanrls, \-lhich represent the 

resonances W=Wb, even the topology of the invariant curves 

changes, from open curves to closed ones. Tlut the invariant 

ceases to exist, only where multiple resonances overlap. 

The botmc~~ resonances discussed ahove cause disappearance of 

the invariant in the vicinity of the separatrix. 

In Fig. 2 \Je show the region in velocity space in 

vJhi.ch stochastic effects are imrortant. The horizontal axis 

is the parAmeter H
0
/p ~B vThich measures the depth of 

trapping in the magnetic well. The heavy lines surrounding 

the separatrix (H
0

=)-l6B) give the ohservecl Hirlth of the 

stochastic layer for a ranr,e of p. values. The wi,fths Here 

measured from plots such as Fig. 1. The dashed lines sh01~ 

the location of the ions satisfying w=Wb nno thus the 

location of the large .islands in Fig. 1. The Hir!th of these 

islanrls has not been indicated on Fi~. 2. The light lines 

are contour levels sho~ving the numher of ions in each sr:1all 
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area on Fig. 2; a naxwellian <iistrihution ann R
0

/ 6R = 4 

Here assuned. TJe··see that a large fraction of the ions lies 

within the stochastic region. 

T!1e single-mode assunpti.on usen in (1) is not 

crucial for the effects discussed ahove. If many modes were 

present, Many ~ore resonances (4) woul~, appear, increastn~ 

the tendL'ncy for the r~otion to he stochastic. Plots ] ik<-~ 

F·ir~. 1 shnu no quali.tative changes 1vhcn \.JC nultiply (1) hy 

g(<6)) = +o + cos€)) to norlel the halloonin~ rif the morle on 

thr> outside of the torus. 

l.le heJieve the overlap of bounce resonances is the 

physical mechanism hehind some of the results ohservcd in 

Ref. 13, ultcrc no explanation 1vas gjven. Detrappin)~ of 

particles due to ion sound turbulencel't also relies on the 

presence of electric field energy at mnltiplcs of wb. In 

contrast tn RPf. 14 He have shmm here that stochast i.e 

effects can occur in the prc>sence of evpn a single mode. 

The strorw, pcrturhat i.ons of ion trajectories seen in Fis;. 

1 and the importance of resonant ions in trapped-ion mode 

. theory SttP,r,est to us that the nonlinear effects shmvn here 

ni~ht profoundly intluence saturation of the mode. 

l]e .1cknovledp,e oiscnssions Hith A. KCJHfman ;md R. 

Cohen. This uork 1o1as supf>orted hy the ll. S. f.nergy 

Research nnd T)evelopment Administration. 
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() FIG!ll-U: CAPTIONS 

c 
Fig. 1. Trajectories of ions in the presence of a 

trapped-ion mode with para~eters given hy (7). X's 

'• indicate initial conditions for the trajectories, 

which are represented hy plotting <i point each Have 

( ; period. /\ hand-dr;:u,m curve connect i.ng the points 

shows existence~ of an inv<Hi.:lnt. The li'1l' at .1 = 

H/1T is the sc.paratrix. The parnmeter l1, =0. 

.Fig. 2. Extent i.n velocity space of the stochastic region 

(hct1veen the heavy lines) for i'l trapped-ion mode 

g iv en h y ( 7 ) • 
( 

'·· 
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